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Abstract 

Ceria (CeO2) is known as a refractory oxide for dissolution in nitric acid, since the leaching reaction is 

thermodynamically unfavorable, except when it is complexed by nitrates but with very slow kinetics. To 

enhance dissolution, surface activation was achieved using high-energy milling. With the mechanically-

activated cerium oxide, leaching in nitric acid reached 36%. The mechanical activation of the solid caused 

structural and microstructural changes (particle size, specific surface area, crystallite size, lattice strain, 

defects…). After one hour, the cleavage induced by energetic milling generated two populations: 

nanoparticles and grains containing defects like dislocations. Beside crystallite size and micro-strain 

evaluation using X-ray diffraction, cerium oxidation state was measured by Electron Energy-Loss 

Spectroscopy (EELS) analyses while linear defects were pictured by Transmission Electron Microscopy 

(TEM) observations. On one hand, it was found that the nanoparticles formed during milling process 

greatly enhance the dissolution reaction by the creation of Ce
3+

 thin layers of a few nanometer depth on 

their surfaces. On the other hand, it is shown that dislocations represent another way to increase the 

kinetics by activation energy. In conclusion, dissolution rate’s growth can be due to different parameters 

like the leaching of the smallest particles, the presence of reduced oxidation state on nanoparticles and 

some highly reactive sites concentrating structural defects such as dislocation nodes. Finally, as ceria is 

also well known to be a safe analogue of PuO2, especially for dissolution studies, a solution for improving 

the dissolution of ceria would probably also be useful for dissolving the oxides rich in Pu. 

Keywords: Cerium oxide / Milling / Dissolution / Oxygen vacancy / Dislocation / Strain  

 

1. Introduction 

Currently 96% of spent nuclear UOx fuel is composed of U (95%) and Pu (1%) being valorized as uranium 

and plutonium mixed oxide fuel (called MOX). In order to recycle these two valuable elements, spent fuels 

are treated by the PUREX (Plutonium Uranium Reduction Extraction) process (Poinssot et al., 2012; 

Taylor, 2015). This process is currently used in the reprocessing plants and is composed by different 

steps such as shearing fuel rods, dissolving spent fuel in nitric acid and extracting valuable chemical 

elements. The purified Pu is then recycled once through LWR (Light-Water Reactor) MOX fuels with Pu 

content of less than 10 wt%.  

Subsequently, it is planned to develop generation IV, fast reactors (FR) for the multi-recycling of 

plutonium. This fuel is composed of depleted uranium and plutonium at 20-30 wt%. Recycling processes 

should take into account the increase in Pu content in future spent nuclear fuels (1% UOX, <10% LWR 

MOX and up to 30% FR fuel) (Touron et al., 2016). If spent UOx fuel is easily dissolved in nitric acid, 

dissolution of spent MOX fuel is more difficult due to the presence of Pu-rich clusters. Indeed U1-xPuxO2 

phases with x higher than 0.3 almost stays undissolved after 6 h in concentrated nitric acid (Vollath et al., 
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1985). Therefore, considering spent FR MOX treatment, simple nitric dissolution would end up with Pu rich 

residues that would have to be recovered to prevent any criticality accident. Complementary treatments 

for these dissolution residues are under development in order to keep a Pu recovery yield of 99.9% as it is 

for UOX fuels (Brueziere et al., 2013). These Pu based residues being strongly resistant to corrosion in 

conventional nitric acid media, many studies were devoted to optimize chemical conditions of the attack 

conditions. Improvement of dissolution kinetics require an hardening of these chemical conditions by 

modifying the main dissolution parameters such as acidity (Goode, 1965; Uriarte and Rainey, 1965), 

temperature (Fournier, 2000) and addition of complexing agent (Katz et al., 1987; Scott Barney, 1977). 

One option is to use nitric and hydrofluoric acid mixtures at boiling temperature under reflux (Scott Barney, 

1977). However, the kinetics of reaction is very slow for high temperature treated oxides with low specific 

surface area (less than 1 m² g
-1

) and solutions are highly corrosive which raises reactor corrosion issues. 

These conditions induce some problems for the following steps of PUREX process. Another option, 

currently used in La Hague, ORANO plant for dissolving non-compliant PuO2, requires a low content of 

electroregenerated Ag(II). This ion allows the oxidation of Pu(IV) to Pu(VI) enhancing dissolution kinetics 

(Bourges et al., 1986).  

Another possibility to improve oxides dissolution kinetics is the enhancement of solid reactivity by an 

increase of specific surface area and the formation of energetically reactive sites (Blum et al., 1990; 

Corkhill et al., 2014; Tromans and Meech, 1999) like oxygen vacancies and linear defects. Some studies 

in literature report that higher dissolution kinetics correspond to materials having the smallest crystallite 

sizes and thus the highest specific surface areas (Claparede et al., 2015). The role of preferentially 

attacked sites with high surface energy on the initial dissolution rate is also mentioned in the literature for 

ceramic materials (Albanese-Kotar and Mikkola, 1987). Mechanical activation, usually done by high-

energy milling, is considered as an alternative route to current processes. Milling show significant 

acceleration of dissolution processes due to the generation of structural defects, being high-energy 

reaction sites and catalyze dissolution reactions (Baláž et al., 1996; Blum and Lasaga, 1988; Tkáčová et 

al., 1993).   

Ceria is frequently used as a surrogate for plutonium dioxide, their similitudes are detailed and compared 

in next paragraph. Both materials are resistant to hydrometallurgical dissolution processes. Therefore, a 

solution for improving the dissolution of ceria would probably also be useful for dissolving the oxides rich 

in Pu. Moreover, due to several properties of interest such as UV absorbing ability (Tsunekawa et al., 

2000), high thermal stability (Trovarelli et al., 1999), high hardness (Chen and Chang, 2005), ability to 

store and transport oxygen (Hull et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2008; Paier et al., 2013), and possibility for cerium 

to change its oxidation state between Ce(+III) and Ce (+IV) (Hull et al., 2009; Skorodumova et al., 2002), 

ceria has been exploited since the 1980s for several applications including catalysis (Trovarelli, 2002), 

optical additive (Goharshadi et al., 2011; Tsunekawa et al., 1999), and ionic conduction (Park et al., 2000). 

As this material is now widely used, dissolution could represent the first step in its recycling. 

Several studies deal with the modelling of ceria dissolution. The effect of microstructural properties of 

CeO2 on its dissolution in nitric acid 8.5 M at 95°C was modeled only with two variables: crystallite size (Tc 

in nm) and specific surface area (SSA in m² g
-1

), r being the dissolution kinetics in % dissolved min
-1 

(Ziouane et al., 2018): 

𝑟 = 𝑘 × 𝑇𝑐−1  × 𝑆𝑆𝐴0.33      (Equation 1) 

Another model was established as a function of several defects identified in ceramic oxides in case of 

dissolutions in nitric acid medium at 90°C (Corkhill et al., 2016),  

CCe = 
𝑆𝑆𝐴

𝑆𝑆𝐴0
 [𝛼𝐴3 (1 − 𝑒−𝑏3𝑡) + (1 −  𝛼)𝐴4(1 − 𝑒−𝑏4𝑡] (Equation 2) 
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where CCe is the concentration of Ce, SSA (m² g
-1

) is the measured specific surface area (after dissolution 

in the case of CeO2-x), SSA0 is a reference specific surface area of 1 m
2
 g

-1
, α is the fraction of Ce

3+
 

(representing the oxygen vacancy content determined by XPS), A3 and A4 correspond to the solubility 

limits of Ce
3+

 and Ce
4+

 respectively, and b3 and b4 are the rate constants for Ce
3+

 and Ce
4+

. 

The highest CeO2 dissolution rate was observed for the sample exhibiting greater amounts of high-energy 

surface sites, intrinsic defects and oxygen vacancies. Dissolution of these oxygen vacancy sites in CeO2-x 

is greatly increased due to the presence of Ce
3+

. The greater solubility of Ce
3+

 influenced the dissolution 

rate compared to Ce
4+

 in CeO2 like those calcined at high temperatures. Moreover, oxygen vacancy ratio 

change the lattice volume and constrains the crystalline structure. Dissolution improves by stress 

relaxation induced by lattice strain. Introduction of trivalent element inside the ceria structure leads to both 

the creation of oxygen vacancies and to an increase strain in lattice. Such addition creates oxygen 

vacancies and constrains the crystal lattice resulting in a higher dissolution rate. Some articles deal with 

the incorporation of trivalent lanthanides (La, Nd, Sm, Gd, Dy, Er, Yb) to create oxygen vacancies and 

modify solid properties in order to promote dissolution (Horlait et al., 2012, 2014). It was shown that 

samples doped with trivalent elements are more efficiently dissolved. Other authors have optimized 

chemical media, with sonochemical method, involving platinum nanoparticle deposit on the cerium oxide 

and the addition of ascorbic acid to initiate a reductive dissolution (Beaudoux et al., 2016a). 

The present work describes the effect of grinding on CeO2’s structure and microstructure. The influence of 

these modifications on dissolution is investigated. To understand these effects, kinetics and mechanism of 

cerium oxide dissolution are examined by comparing activated samples with un-ground samples exhibiting 

equivalent microstructural properties. 

 

2. Experimental details 

2.1 CeO2 surrogate of PuO2 

Ceria  is used as a surrogate for PuO2 since both oxides crystallize in the same fluorite-type structure 

(FCC, Fm-3m, PDF cards 03-065-2975 for CeO2 and 00-051-0798 for PuO2) with equivalent ionic radius 

(Ce
4+

=0.97 Å and Pu
4+

=0.96 Å).  

With similar free energies of dissolution (ΔrGCe
0
 = 40 kJ mol−

1
 for cerium oxide and ΔrGPu

0
 = 41 kJ mol

-1
 for 

plutonium oxide (Joret, 1995), the dissolution of these oxides is not thermodynamically favorable. Ziouane 

et al.(2018) studied the dissolution of PuO2 and CeO2 as a function of structural parameters (initial micro 

strain, crystallite size) and microstructural (specific surface area, particle size, morphology) depending on 

the conditions of production (synthesis route, calcination temperature) and conditions of dissolution 

(acidity, temperature). Like cerium dioxide, plutonium dioxide is refractory to dissolution in a nitric medium. 

Aggressive dissolution conditions must be used to significantly improve kinetics. The dissolution of these 

two oxides follows the same model. This model depends on the nature of the oxide, the structural and 

microstructural parameters and environmental conditions. By maintaining the attack conditions (at 8.5 M 

HNO3 and 95°C) and parameters constant, the authors demonstrated that the kinetic constant of CeO2 is 

only 3 times greater than that of PuO2. This validates the use of CeO2 to simulate the behavior of PuO2 on 

dissolution. Reducing dissolution (reductive leaching) can also be applied to both oxides in order to 

enhance dissolution rates (Dalodiere et al., 2017 ; Beaudoux et al., 2016b). 

 

2.2 Oxide syntheses 

High purity (>99.9%) Sigma-Aldrich commercial reagents were used for this study. Two different routes 

were performed in order to synthetize CeO2 powder with different microstructural proprieties. In a first 

step, two CeO2 batches were obtained by thermal conversion of oxalate precursors precipitated in excess 

of oxalic acid from cerium nitrate solutions. The oxalic conversion is usually reported to synthetize actinide 
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oxides (Burney and Smith, 1984; Rankin and Burney, 1975). Cerium nitrate hexahydrate was dissolved in 

water. The cerium precipitate was obtained by mixing this solution containing Ce(III) with oxalic acid as 

complexing agent solution. Concentrations of these solutions were fixed in order to reach in the 

precipitator a final concentration of nitric acid equal to 1 mol L
-1

 and an oxalic excess of 0.20 mol L
-1

. 

Oxalic precipitation of trivalent cerium leads to an oxalate with Ce2(C2O4)3•10H2O formula (Agarwala and 

Naik, 1961; De Almeida et al., 2012; Heintz and Bernier, 1986). The solid obtained by this route presents 

a monoclinic structure and crystallized in the form of platelet agglomerates. The precipitate was filtered 

and rinsed with deionized water before being air-dried. To obtain oxides with different microstructural 

properties, this precursor was split onto two batches before being calcined under air atmosphere at 

1200°C and 600°C, respectively, with a heating rate of 5°C min
-1

 and the final temperature maintained for 

2 hours before cooling down to room temperature. The aim of the use of different calcination temperatures 

is the obtention of two oxides with different microstructural properties. 

In a second step, a batch of ceria was obtained using Nitrate Poly-acrylate Gel (NPG) method in the 

presence of Poly(ethylene glycol)-block-poly(propylene glycol)-block-poly(ethylene glycol) (P123). Cerium 

nitrate (Ce(NO3)3) was dissolved in nitric acid. The P123 compound was dissolved in the cerium solution. 

Then, this solution was added to acrylic acid (AA) and N, N′-methylene bis (acrylamide) (MBAM). The 

resulting homogeneous solution was heated up to 100°C. A sample of 25 μL of Hydrogen peroxide (1.6 M) 

and ascorbic acid (0.8 M) were quickly incorporated to initiate the complete polymerization of the solution 

to form a gel. This gel was finally dried at 150°C to form a xerogel, which was converted in oxide through 

an oxidative calcination at 600°C in air for 2 h. During this treatment, the total oxidation of all residual 

carbon compounds takes place, leading to the synthesis of oxide (Leblanc et al., 2019). This NPG method 

was used since it is known for the development of a process for the synthesis of actinide or lanthanide 

oxide on a smaller scale. The advantage of this method is that it allows a low production of liquid effluents, 

thus increasing the compactness of the process. 

2.3 Milling procedure 

A ball miller (Mirco-serie from NETZCH) with a rotation speed of 4200 revolutions min
-1

 was used in the 

mechanical activation test of CeO2. The reaction chamber was about 60 mL and balls used were 0.6 mm 

(zirconium oxide) in diameter and represent 85% of total volume. The ceria mass to water volume ratio 

was 1:250 (g mL
-1

) for the milling operation. Ball-milling duration lasted for 60 min with a gross power input 

of 0.84 kW. The suspension containing water and ground cerium was circulated using a peristaltic pump 

with a flow rate of 110 mL min
-1

. Suspension was finally dried in a ventilated oven at 80°C to allow the 

recovery of the solid before characterizations.  

2.4 Dissolution procedure 

The dissolution procedure consisted in suspending 300 mg of oxide powder in 15 mL of nitric acid 

solution. The experiments were carried out at a temperature of 95°C with the presence of a magnetic 

stirrer in the reactor (stirring at ∼400 rpm). Regular sampling of the dissolution liquor (0.5 mL) were 

sampled, filtered on PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene) filters (0.2 μm, VWR), and diluted with deionized water 

and HNO3. Only a part of the sample (0.2 mL of the 0.5 mL) was analyzed using ICP-AES (for Inductively 

coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy) device (Horiba Jobin Yvon from Activa), after a dilution in 

order to keep a constant nitric acidity of 0.5 M and a cation concentration range from 0.1 to 10 mg/L(ppm). 

External calibration curves were prepared with certified Ce and Zr standard solutions of 1000 mg/L (SCP 

Science). The error on each value depends on the law of uncertainty propagation, which considers dilution 

uncertainties, measurement errors, calibration and the device error. It can be expressed by the square 

root of the sum of the squares of the uncertainties. Uncertainties on mass of powder, volume of aliquot, 
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dilution and ICP-AES measurements were taken into account. Dissolution advancement is given as 

percentage of cerium dissolved (%). 

 

2.5 Characterization of the solid 

X-Ray Diffraction analyses of the synthesized powders were performed using a D8 Bruker Advance 

diffractometer equipped with a linear Lynx-eye detector using Cu-Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å). The powder 

patterns were recorded with an angular range from 20° to 120° in 2 theta, with steps of 0.02° and a 

counting time of 0.5 s per step. The micro-strains and average crystallite sizes were calculated using the 

Hadler Wagner Langford method as implemented in the JANA 2006 software (Petříček et al., 2014).  

The specific surface area of the different oxides was determined with a Micromeritics TriStar II Plus 

Version 2.02. Nitrogen adsorption was performed at 77 K after an overnight treatment under vacuum at 

130°C to ensure their complete outgassing. Such settings and device allow a limit of quantification of 1 m
2
 

g
-1

 and a statistical error of 5%. For values lower than 5 m² g
-1

 the nitrogen is replaced by krypton to 

minimize the measurement uncertainty to 0.05 m² g
-1

.  

 

The size distribution of the particles is measured before but also after grinding using a Malvern Master 

Sizer 2000 particle size analyzer. The powders were suspended in a flask and then treated in an 

ultrasonic bath for 10 min to break the agglomerates. Part of this solution is added to the closed water 

circuit until the obscurator exceeds a limit value of 13%. The suspension is analyzed three times with an 

acquisition time of 12 seconds, resulting in a reliable size distribution. For particle sizes smaller than 0.1 

µm, dynamic light scattering (DLS) complements laser granulometry. Measurements were performed by 

the Zetasizer Nano ZS in static mode. A suspension of 1 mL was placed under ultrasound for 5 min and 

then filtered through a 0.2 μm syringe filter and supplemented with Synthron B03 used as dispersant. 

 

Microstructure analyses of all the powders were also performed using a Scanning Electron Microscope 

(SEM). The samples were deposited on carbon adhesive tape with additional gold deposit of a few 

angstroms for CeO2 treated at 1200°C. A Hirox SH 4000M scanning electron microscope was used to 

record images with an acceleration voltage of 30 kV under high vacuum conditions.  

 

The nanoscale characterization of milled oxide was carried out with High-Resolution Transmission 

Electron Microscopy (HR-TEM) after deposition of oxide suspension on carbon coated copper grids. The 

oxide suspension was previously prepared in water and sonicated in an ultrasonic bath for 8 min. The 

CeO2 samples were studied by STEM and EELS by using a Titan Themis (Thermo Fisher) microscope 

operating at 200 kV.  

 

3. Results 

 

3.1. Oxide characterizations 
As already pointed out, two routes were used to synthesize the oxides. The first one, the oxalic 

precipitation, allow to synthesize ceria powder with typical agglomerated platelets shapes. The SEM 

observations shown in Figure 1 allow to determine individual platelets median sizes of 15 µm by 8 µm and 

surface charge effects led to agglomerated pre-sintered particles of a hundred of micrometer width. 

Several crystallites compose CeO2 platelets. In literature, some authors referenced that platelet 

morphology is preserved during calcination, but calcination temperature changes crystallite size. Similar 

platelet morphologies of CeO2 particles can be observed from SEM micrographs after 600°C and 1200°C 
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(Figure 1). The XRD patterns, also in Figure 1, confirm a CeO2 structure with fluorite-type (PDF card 03-

065-2975) for all oxides and highlight the difference of Full-Width Half-Maximum (FWHM) between oxides 

treated at 1200°C and 600°C. The increase of FWHM at lower calcination temperature gives evidence of a 

reduction of the crystallite size (i.e. the coherent domain size). In accordance with this,  

Table 1 summarizes refinement results of coherent domain size and indicates the increase in size with 

increasing temperature. The CeO2 sample treated at 1200°C was afterward defined as the reference of 

this study, since it possess the largest size, the smallest micro-strain, due to the highest calcination 

temperature that confer the hardest to dissolve character to this oxide (Claparede et al., 2011a). 

 

 

Figure 1 :SEM images of a) cerium oxide obtained by oxalic precipitation and heat treated at 1200°C and b) 600°C for 
2 h and c) obtained by second route, advanced thermal denitration and heat treated at 600°C for 2 h. XRD of 
respective oxides, all corresponded CeO2 structure (PDF 03-065-2975). 

The second route, advanced thermal denitration, allows to synthesize CeO2 powder batch (Figure 1 d) 

with a different morphology, i.e. composed of agglomerated nanometric particles. Extracted information 

from XRD ( 

Table 1) leads to conclude this oxide batch has a small coherent domain size, equivalent to the oxide 

obtained by oxalic precipitation and treated at 600°C. Also, these two oxides have similar specific surface 

area and micro-strain ratio.  

 

Table 1: Specific Surface Area, size of crystallites and micro-strain calculated by Hadler Wagner Langford method 
from XRD of initial oxides 

  SSA (m²g-1) Size (nm) Strain (%) 

oxalic precipitation - CeO2 1200°C 0.7 121 6.5 10-4 

oxalic precipitation - CeO2 600°C 29.8 12 1.1 10-2 
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thermal denitration - CeO2 600°C 30.8 9 1.4 10-2 

 
3.2. Study of milled solid 

The oxide sample was ball-milled during 1 h in deionized water at the maximum shaft speed of 4200 

revolutions min
-1

 and then, dried during 2 days at 80°C. 

The SEM images on particles before and after 1 h milling indicate a change in oxide microstructure 

(Figure 2). Particles of reference CeO2 heat-treated at 1200°C before milling correspond to a typical 

morphology of cerium oxide obtained by oxalic precipitation. The particle milling provokes the formation of 

porous agglomerates with a bigger specific surface area of 29.8 m² g
-1

 (0.7 m² g
-1

 for raw materials). 

 

Figure 2 : a) Evolution of specific surface area during grinding CeO2 heated at 1200°C and SEM image b) before and 
c) after 60 min of grinding. 

The particle size distribution of cerium oxide calcined at 1200 °C is mono-dispersed with an average 

particle size of 7 µm. The size distribution is between 0.8 and 100 µm. The particle size distribution 

corresponds to the contribution of the width, length and thickness of the CeO2 platelets obtained by oxalic 

precipitation. After one hour of grinding, two distinct populations are visible. The first is made up of 

nanoparticles with a particle size of 8-10 nm (zetameter) and a second larger in the order of a micrometer 

(particle size). The use of ultrasound to treat the solution reveals 3 populations on a particle size analyzer: 

250 nm / 1-2 μm / 10-20 μm. 

 

 
Figure 3 : a) Particle size and b) DLS analysis of CeO2 before (black) and after grinding (red). 
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The XRD patterns of CeO2 powders (reference) are characteristic of a monophasic fluorite-type structure, 

within Ce
4+

 is surrounded by eight equivalent O
2−

 ions forming the corners of a cube, with each O
2−

 

coordinated to four Ce
4+

 ions. The diffractogram of CeO2 ball-milled during 1 h is also shown in XRD 

pattern of Figure 4 a). The observed pattern matches to a cubic fluorite-type CeO2 structure. Upon 

modification, the peak positions (2θ) of the milled CeO2 shifted toward a lower angle compared to raw 

CeO2. The residual stress in the matrix generates a lattice expansion, leading to a shift in the peak 

positions. This peak shift to lower angles leads to an increase of cell lattice in agreement with Bragg Law 

and can be attributed to the formation of Ce
3+

 ions in CeO2 nanoparticles (Zhang et al., 2002), where the 

ionic radius increases from 0.970 Å for Ce
4+

 to 1.143 Å for Ce
3+

. As already reported, the change in 

oxidative state is accompanied by the loss of O
2-

 (1.380 Å) and creation of oxygen vacancies (1.164 Å), 

affecting also the volume of CeO2-x (Lee et al., 2011; Spanier et al., 2001). In addition, as expected, milled 

oxide’s diffraction pattern present higher Full-Width Half-Maximum (FWHM) than un-milled reference 

oxide, which involve the reduction of crystallite size in agreement with images (Deshpande et al., 2005). 

 

Figure 4 : a) XRD patterns of the CeO2 before (red) and after (black) 1 hour of ball-milling. The inset displays the 
shifting and broadening of the peaks b)TEM images of CeO2 before grinding with nanoparticles and grain and c) High-
resolution scanning TEM images of nanoparticles showing sets of <111> planes and surfaces d)TEM-HR image of a 
nanoparticle. 

 

Table 2 : Specific Surface Area, size of crystallites, strain and lattice parameter calculated by Fundamental 
parameters approach from XRD of initial oxides milled during 1 h. 

CeO2 1200°C milled for 1 h SSA (m²g-1) Size (nm) Strain (%) Lattice parameter (Å) 

Population 1  
29.5 

9 4.0 10-2 5.3741 

Population 2 150 2.1 10-3 5.4101 

 

The (S)TEM images (Figure 4 c) and d)) and fitting of XRD peaks (Figure 4 b and interpretation in Table 2) 

reported the presence of a bimodal population after one hour of grinding, nanoparticles (Figure 4 c) and 

particles with size similar to that of initial crystallite before grinding. In accordance with this result, peaks 

deconvolution find the presence of two populations, nanoparticles and micronic particles with a higher 

micro-strain ratio than that before grinding. A deeper study of these coarse grains revealed the presence 

of some defects (see after TEM study). The diffraction peak fits show the presence of four curves, i.e Kα1 

and Kα2 from two populations. The first, whose contribution is in full line, corresponds to population 2, the 

large grains. The second contribution, in dotted line, is attributed to population 1, nanosized ones. Table 1 

allows to identify the information processed by these fits. Lattice parameter of population 2, particles with 

similar size to that of initial crystallite before grinding, correspond to a typical CeO2
 
(5,4101 Å), but 
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population 1, nanoparticles has a smaller parameter (5.3741 Å). Previous results from literature (Hailstone 

et al., 2009; Younis et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2004a) had demonstrated that the lattice parameter 

progressively decreases due to the inclusion of Ce
3+

 ions with a smaller ionic radius. Some authors had 

explained this shoulder at wide angles by the formation of nanohybrid (Ma et al., 2016) composed by 

Ce2O3/CeO2. The CeO2/Ce2O3 nanocomposite exhibited a similar diffraction pattern, but with the maxima 

shifted towards higher diffraction angles. It is clear that nanocomposites exhibited a greater number of 

Ce
3+

 ions, indicating a highly reducible nature of the nanostructures.  

 

3.2.1. Defects on grain 

These defects corresponding at a dislocation area, as indicated by the appearance and disappearance of 

a line contrast at a specific orientation. The steps observed in Figure 5a (dark part on the left, the light 

area represents the void) reveal the sliding of the crystalline planes relative to each other. These types of 

atomic steps can only be observed in areas of shear that are finished as a free surface (as observed on 

Figure 5) or at grain joints. They are the manifestation of the movement, under the effect of the 

mechanical forces, of linear defects present in the crystal. The diffraction plane treatment by FFT shows 

the effect of introduction of an atomic half-plane inside the atomic planes at several places circled in red in 

Figure 5. Concentration of multiple dislocations can be identified on this strain zone. Dislocations, 

corresponding to the black lines present in the grains, are also observed on a larger scale. This contrast 

results from the decrease in the intensity of the transmitted beam linked to network distortions that locally 

modify the deviations from the Bragg angle near a defect. Two kinds of dislocation were identified, one 

extends through grain (Figure 5b) and the other (larger and shorter) accumulate at the point of initiation of 

the ball impact and abrade the surface (Figure 5c).  
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Figure 5 : a) A high-resolution TEM image of steps in massive grain surface of the ball-milled CeO2 sample and by 
FFT highlights the presence of dislocations b) linear dislocation through the grain and strain field around c) 
accumulation of black arc reflecting the presence of dislocations. 

 

 

3.2.2. CeO2 NPs  

Oxidation state of Ce in two nanoparticles of 7.8 nm and 4.3 nm, indicated by orange circles in HAADF-

STEM image in Figure 6 a) were analyzed using EELS spectroscopy. Figure 6 b) demonstrates a local 

oxidation state map of Ce
3+

 (red) and Ce
4+

 (yellow). Local EELS spectrum corresponding area 1 to 4 are 

shown in Figure 5 c). The M4,5 edges on spectra are characteristic of transitions of 3d core electrons to 

unoccupied states of p- and f-like symmetry. The sharp M5 and M4 peaks (Figure 6 c)) arise from 

transitions from initial 3d
10

4f
n
 state to the final 3d

9
4f

n+1 
state. The Ce

4+
 M5 and M4 edges (Figure 6 c)1)  are 

separated by 18.1 eV and are composed of two main symmetrical maxima at 887.7 and 905.8 eV, and two 

broader and shorter maxima at 892.7 and 910.2 eV. The main M5 and M4 maxima of CeO2 result from 

transitions from an atomic-like f
0
 ground-state configuration. The Ce

3+
 M4,5 edge shapes, intensities, and 

energies differ from those of Ce
4+

. The Ce
3+

 (Figure 6 c)) M5 edge displays a weak peak at 885.5 eV while 

the M4 edge is more asymmetrical with a feature at 903.3 eV. In zone 1, corresponding to the core of the 

particle, the spectra have a typical form of Ce
4+

.  However, at the particle surface (zone 3) the spectrum 

revealed Ce
3+

 feature. In the case of the nanoparticles, the Ce
3+

/Ce
4+

 concentration decreases with the 

increase of particle size, as previously observed on similar samples, consistently with the reduced shell 

formation around an oxidized core (Spadaro et al., 2016; Turner et al., 2011). In the small particle (4.6 nm 

in diameter indicated as zone 4), Ce
4+

 ions were totally reduced into Ce
3+

. It is immediately apparent that 

the surface reduction shell is present over the whole particle surface. At its thinnest, the Ce
3+

 shell 

appears to extend over approximately 2 nm. 

 

 

Figure 6 : a) STEM-HR of CeO2 NPs after one hour of ball-milling b) EELS maps of Ce
3+

 (red) and Ce
4+

 (green) 
oxidation state distribution c) Averaged Ce M4,5 spectra from regions 1,2, 3 and 4 on the NPs EELS map. 

The mechanism of such reduction due to particle size reduction is well explained in “Cerium Oxide 

Nanostructures and their Applications” | IntechOpen, 2019. Increase in surface area per volume ratio 

leads to electronic changes ending to oxygen non stoichiometry CeO2-. Each free oxygen atom creates 

oxygen vacancy that reduces two cerium (Ce 4f
0
) on cerium (Ce 4f

1
) by electron transfer. Thus, a neutral 
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species ½O2 (g) is formed if an oxygen ion (O
2-

) leaves the ceria lattice. The two electrons left behind are 

trapped at two cerium sites, i.e. they become localized at two cerium sites. At such cerium sites, the 

electron prefers to occupy an empty Ce4f state that splits the Ce4f band into two sub‐bands: an occupied 

Ce4f full band and an empty Ce4f band. In CeO2 bulk material an empty narrow 4f band is located 

between conventional valence bands (O2p and Ce5d). As progressive reduction of the oxide occurs it first 

concerns less coordinated atoms that exhibit weaker electrostatic potential. Practically, the reduction limit 

of non‐stoichiometric ceria is Ce2O3, where all cerium ions are found in a Ce
3+

 oxidation state. The 

electronic band structure of Ce2O3 bears resemblance to that of partially reduced ceria, in which Ce4f 

empty and Ce5d bands have been merged together in the conduction band.  

 
3.3. Dissolution 

3.3.1. Dissolution before/after milling 
 
In order to compare the influence of milling, dissolution tests of CeO2 calcined at 1200°C were carried out 

in 8.5 M nitric acid at 95°C. It corresponds to the black curve in Figure 7. After 6 hours, the final dissolution 

efficiency is 0.1% of the initial oxide amount. Oxides calcined at high temperature has a strong refractory 

character to dissolution, in agreement with a low final dissolution efficiency and other information in the 

literature (Claparede et al., 2011b). Kinetic plot is linear, contrary to CeO2 reference ball-milled during 1 

hour (Figure 7). This same oxide calcined at 1200°C was ball-milled before being dissolved in the same 

conditions. The kinetics can be split into two regimes, the first one extends up to 30 min; at the end of this 

first step, dissolution rate was close to 20%. During the second step, it grows up to 36% after 6 hours. 

Kinetics of the first regime is fast; even if the second regime is slower than the first one, it is faster than the 

dissolution of the non-activated oxide. The effect of grinding on the CeO2 dissolution is significant, as the 

dissolution rate increases by a factor of 360. 

 

Figure 7 : Comparison between dissolution kinetics of CeO2 calcined at 1200°C un-milled (black) and ball-milled CeO2 
(red) in nitric acid 8.5 M, 90°C with an initial solid/liquid ratio of 300 mg / 15 mL, stirring rate of 400 revolutions min

-1
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The ball-milled ceria dissolution (red curve) was compared to two other materials prepared at lower 

temperature. Figure 8a shows the comparison of dissolution kinetics of ball-milled product of CeO2 

calcined at 1200°C (the previous one) with the dissolution kinetics of un-milled CeO2 obtained via the 

same oxalic route but calcined at 600°C. Both oxides exhibited similar specific surface area (29.5 m² g
-1

 vs 

29.8 m² g
-1

). However, the un-milled oxide presents a final dissolution efficiency of only 13% and an 

almost linear kinetic plot unlike the ground sample. To illustrate if this kinetics difference is due to different 

morphologies (nanoparticle agglomerates vs rod massive grains), dissolution kinetics for ball-milled CeO2 

at 1200°C and NPG CeO2 have to be compared (Figure 8b). It shows that both samples exhibit the same 

specific surface area and also a morphology composed of nanoparticle agglomerates (Figure 1).  Once 

again, dissolution of the un-milled sample only reaches 13% compared to the ball-milled sample (36%) 

with an almost linear kinetics. 

 
Figure 8 : Comparison between dissolution kinetics of CeO2 calcined at 1200°C milled CeO2 (red) and a) CeO2 with 
same SSA and obtained via oxalic precipitation and treated at 600°C (black) and b) CeO2 with same SSA and same 
morphology, obtained via NPG route and fired at 600°C (black) in nitric acid 8.5 M, 90°C with an initial solid/liquid ratio 
of 300 mg / 15 mL, stirring rate of 400 revolutions min

-1
. 

 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Fragmentation mechanism  
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Particle size and DLS analyzes (Figure 3) indicate that the category between 10 and 20 μm corresponding 

to chipped platelets does not represent a significant part by volume (a small percentage <10%) and is 

therefore not very abundant. The second population, a few micrometers long, is more predominant and 

corresponds to detached or broken platelet grains. Finally, the last population consists of the largest 

nanoparticles. 

The observation of the evolution of particle size during milling by Scanning Electron Microscope (Figure 9 

a,c,e) allows to propose a fragmentation mechanism. Statistical analyses of recorded images confirm the 

progressive decrease in particle size related to grinding. First, these images show a rupture of the 

platelets characteristic of oxides obtained by oxalic precipitation. Each platelet is itself made up of 

crystallites with variable sizes. When these platelets fragment, grain boundary density decreases until 

fragments of equivalent size are obtained. After one hour of grinding, fragments have become, for the 

great majority, crystallites (that initially composed these fragments). Data acquisitions by TEM (Figure 8 

b,d,f) confirm the presence of two mechanisms. For grinding times less than 40 min, holes with grain 

shape are observed, evidencing of the pullout of former grains. Beyond these 40 min, the majority of the 

grains have reduced in size. Comminuted solid consists of a few crystallites (platelet residue) with contrast 

black lines, attributed to dislocations. 

 

Figure 9 : Evolution of microstructure during milling at 0 min a) and b), 20 min c) and d) and 60 min d) and e) by SEM 
and STEM respectively. 

4.2. Contribution of milling on dissolution 

The comparison of the dissolution kinetics between raw and ground CeO2 shows an increase in the 

dissolution rate by a factor of 360. The non-activated oxide has a 0.1% dissolution rate after 6 h in HNO3 

95 °C while the activated solid has been dissolved to an extend of 36%. The dissolution kinetics of milled 

oxide, can be described like a kinetics in two different stages, unlike raw oxide. The first one is fast while 

the second one is slower as described on Table 3. The activated oxide kinetics, even for the slowest 

stage, is faster than the kinetics of the raw oxide.  
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Table 3 : Slope equation of CeO2 calcined at 1200°C un-milled and ball-milled CeO2 (two stages) 

  
Slope equation (% min-1) 

CeO2 1200°C (raw)   %Cedissolved = 3.74 10-4 t + 5.79 10-3 

CeO2 1200°C milled for 1 h 
t < 30 min %Cedissolved = 6.42 10-1 t + 2.80 

t < 30 min %Cedissolved = 5.60 10-2 t + 1.639 101 

 

Normalization to same SSA is not sufficient to explain this difference in kinetics as SSA grows only by a 

factor of 42, meaning dissolution kinetics acceleration cannot be only due to increase in specific surface 

area induced by size reduction. When the particle sizes decrease the dissolution kinetic increase 

(Claparede et al., 2011b). Not everything can be explained on the basis of size reduction, but this was the 

main factor. The particle size decreased and the specific surface area increased to a final value of 29.8 

m²/g after grinding for 1 h.  

Then, dissolution of the milled cerium oxide is compared to the dissolution of a cerium oxide also obtained 

by oxalic precipitation but calcined at a lower temperature in order to obtain equivalent specific surface 

area (29.8 m²/g) and coherent domain size (~12 nm). Despite these similar parameters for these two 

samples, dissolution kinetics of the un-milled oxide only reached 13% compared to the 36% observed on 

ball-milled oxide. However, despite both oxides were made using the same synthesis route, morphology of 

both samples is different due to the milling (Figure 2). The ball-milled oxide exhibits a microstructure made 

of nanoparticle’s agglomerates and grains resulting from decohesion (Figure 4), while the 600°C 

annealed-raw oxide is made of aggregated platelets of about 20 µm size. One could, at first sight, assume 

that dissolution kinetics differences could result from such morphological changes.  

To overcome the contribution of morphology, the dissolution of milled cerium oxide was compared to the 

one of a cerium oxide obtained by NPG route and calcined at 600°C. Both oxides have similar specific 

surface area (30.8 m²/g), similar crystallite sizes (~10 nm) and a comparable morphology (agglomerated 

nanoparticles). The dissolution kinetics are still different, the final dissolution efficiency achieved was only 

14% for NPG route, compared to 36% for the ball-milled sample. Therefore, grinding makes an additional 

contribution different from reduction of particle size and change in morphology. On top of the increase in 

terms of dissolution efficiency (%), dissolution kinetics of the ball-milled sample shows two regimes and 

not only one as observed on the two other samples. 

The cerium oxide dissolution is thermodynamically impossible by the acid itself (ΔG0=40 kJ mol
-1

 

(Beaudoux et al., 2016)). It is only possible thanks to the complexation with the nitrate ions following the 

chemical reaction (CeO2)solid + 4 HNO3  Ce(NO3)4 aq + 2 H2O. According to the transition state theory 

and the collision theory to promote dissolution, it is necessary to provide sufficient energy called the 

activation energy, to reach the transition state. This transition state corresponds to the activated complex, 

as shown Figure 10 (red line) that depicts a situation for dissolution of an unmilled ceria where the molar 

free energy of the dissolved and totally solvated species at the solvation plane is lower than in the oxide 

surface. As a dissolving species moves across the double layer there is an initial increase in chemical free 

energy, to reach a peak as it becomes a partially solvated activated complex, then decreasing as it 

approaches and becomes totally solvated at the solvation plane. The activation energy for dissolution is 

noted ∆𝐺⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗
𝐶𝑒𝑂2 and the Ce

4+
 solution passage is ∆𝐺⃖⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗

𝐶𝑒4+, where  ∆𝐺⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗
𝐶𝑒𝑂2 <∆𝐺⃖⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗

𝐶𝑒4+. 

To promote the dissolution beyond the surface effect, it is necessary to minimize the activation energy to 

reach the activated complex. In the case of ceria, the size reduction is accompanied by an oxidation state 

change. Analysis of the milled solid by XRD, STEM and EELS showed the presence of two populations. 
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The nanoparticles exhibited a shell-core effect for diameter greater than 5 nm, below this limit particle was 

completely reduced. The shell has a thickness of approximatively 2 nm and is composed of Ce
3+

. Some 

authors had exploited this phenomenon, Ce
3+

 confers to the material some properties as ability to store 

and transport oxygen in catalysis. Corkhill et al. (2016)  demonstrated that sub stoichiometry of cerium 

oxide has a greater effect than the contribution of particle size on dissolution kinetics (∆𝐺⃖⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝐶𝑒3+ <∆𝐺⃖⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗

𝐶𝑒4+) 

(Zhang et al., 2004b). By a charge compensation for oxygen vacancies, ionic radius between Ce
3+

 and 

Ce
4+

 decreases that contracts the fluorite cell. This contraction exhibits significant internal lattice strain, 

∆𝐺⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗
𝑠 that reduces the activation energy ∆𝐺⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗

𝐶𝑒𝑂2−𝑥
 (lower than∆𝐺⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗

𝐶𝑒𝑂2) in favor for the dissolution (green line 

Figure 10). 

The activation energy can also be reduced by increasing the Gibbs free energy in the material surface. As 

observed, grinding has generated defects such as dislocation that change locally the plasticity on particle. 

Several studies (Albanese-Kotar and Mikkola, 1987; Benzerga et al., 2005; Blum et al., 1990) have 

already shown that when the concentration of dislocations increases, the dissolution is better. They have 

been modelized through equation 3 (Tromans and Meech, 2001), where : 

∆𝐺𝑑 ≈ (𝜌𝑑𝑀)
𝑏2𝜇

4𝜋
ln (

2(𝜌𝑑)
−1

2⁄

𝑏
)      (Equation 3) 

𝜌𝑑 : the dislocation density 

M : the molar volume of the mineral 

µ : the elastic shear modulus 

b : the Burgers vector 

 

The stored energy, ∆𝐺⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗
𝑑 decreases the activation energy ∆𝐺⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗

𝐶𝑒𝑂2+ 𝜀 (red dotted line in Figure 10) compare 

to the activation energy of the unground oxide ∆𝐺⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗
𝐶𝑒𝑂2 and also promotes the dissolution rate. Dislocations 

provide favorable reactive sites, by their resurgence on the surface and the creation of steps, for localized 

chemical attack. Other materials have shown higher dissolution rates with increasing density of 

dislocation.  

In the present case, defects such as dislocations, strain and oxygen vacancies (Ce
3+

) provoke the 

increase of initial activation energies in the solid. The activation energy required to reach the state of the 

activated complex is then lower than in the case of dissolution of non-activated CeO2. All these 

contributions can be responsible for the increase of dissolution rate. 
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Figure 10 : Schematic diagram of the energy landscape of the solid after grinding. Three ways, in red the classic 
dissolution of CeO2, in green the dissolution of CeO2 containing Ce

3+
 and in red dotted line, the dissolution path of 

CeO2 containing defects. 

4.3 Phenomenon identification 

Figure 11 shows the comparison of dissolution kinetics of CeO2 milled for 1 h, CeO2 calcined at 1200°C 

(raw) and CeO2 calcined at 600°C (from oxalic precipitation) with the model from  Ziouane et al.(2018)  

given by Equation 1.  Note that this model was established from dissolution kinetics of oxides which have 

not been modified by any process such as grinding meaning it was built on ceria with no partial reduction. 

When the model is applied to cerium oxide obtained by oxalic precipitation and calcined at 600°C, the 

kinetics of dissolution measured correspond to the model (3.36 10
-2

 % dissolved min
-1

 vs 3.64.10
-2 

% 

dissolved min
-1

 Table 4). Similarly, when applied to the reference material before milling (1200°C raw) (Tc 

= 120 nm and SBET = 0.7 m²g
-1

) slope of experimental fit is of the same order of magnitude as the 

modelled figure (less than a factor 3 of difference that is on the model error bar: 3.74.10
-4

 % dissolved min
-

1
 vs 9.75.10

-4
 % dissolved min

-1
Table 4). Therefore, when applied to unground ceria Ziouane et al.’s model 

returns a good prediction.  

At first sight, this model does not explain the dissolution of the ground material, as it does not predict the 

splits into two distinct regimes. In addition, the first regime, faster, does not correspond to any slopes of 

the model applied to the crystallite sizes determined by refinement of the X-ray diffractogram and specific 

surface area of the ground powder (Table 4). Reversely, for the model to match with dissolution fit of this 

first regime, the coherent domain size would have to be about 0.61 nm, which does not make physical 

sense. Therefore, dissolution of CeO2 at exact oxygen stoichiometry cannot be the phenomenon 

controlling this regime and combination of size reduction and Ce(+III) dissolution is more likely responsible 

to this faster dissolution regime. 

The second regime is of the same order as that simulated from particles composed of crystallites of 7 nm 

long. This slope is also similar to the dissolution of CeO2 obtained by oxalic precipitation and calcined at 

600°C (5.60.10
-2

 % dissolved min
-1

 vs 3.64.10
-2

 % dissolved min
-1

 Table 4). 

 

Figure 11 : dissolution kinetics of the reference oxide before (black dots) and after millng (red dots)  compared to 
dissolution kinetics of CeO2 600°C oxa (green dots) and kinetics modeled by Ziouane et al. (2018) from crystallites 
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(red curve) of 7 nm, of (orange curve) 150 nm, of (grey curve) 120 nm and of 12 nm (green curve) by XRD 
refinements. 

Table 4: Fit equations of dissolution experimental kinetics (grey lines) of the reference oxide before and after milling, 

of the calcined oxide at 600°C and comparison with model with similar crystallite sizes and specific surface area. 

 

For CeO2 600°C oxa, the particles with a platelet form have an actual size within the order of a micrometer 

but with a size of the coherent domains of 12 nm. The second regime of dissolution of the milled oxide is 

very close to the dissolution of such type of sample (platelet residues not having reached the nanometric 

scale but whose crystallites have been reduced to around 10 nm). However, the milled solid consists of 

two populations composed of partially or totally reduced nanoparticles and residues of micron platelets 

with average crystallites size of 150 nm. If the coherent domains of the particles of the reference oxide 

milled for 1 h are 150 nm, i.e. the same size as those of the unground sample (gray curve Figure 11), the 

dissolution kinetics should have been equivalent and therefore very low (orange right Figure 11). 

However, as Table 4 shows, these kinetics are not in the same order of magnitude.  

To explain the match of the kinetics of the second regime with dissolution of a material with smaller 

coherent domains, the solid have to correspond to grains containing dislocations.  As illustrated in figure 

5b, the ground particle exhibits such smaller crystallites. The one shown in Figure 5b is divided into two by 

a dislocation and form two distinct smaller coherent domains. 

5. Conclusion 

Grinding has made possible an increase in dissolution kinetics of cerium oxide known to have a refractory 

character for dissolution. The significant improvement of dissolution rate results in an increase by a factor 

of 360 over an unground oxide. The dissolution of different powder batches having similar specific surface 

area and morphology have shown that the effect of grinding on the dissolution was not only explained by 

the sole effect of size reduction. Analyses of the solids showed that the grinding resulted in structural and 

microstructural modifications. After one hour of grinding, the solid presents two populations. A first one 

made of nanoparticles exhibiting the surface reduction. The second population corresponds to grains 

resulting from the milled platelets containing a lot of internal stress (contrast on the STEM images) and 

dislocations crossing or accumulating in the grains. The reduction of particle size promotes a formation of 

Ce
3+

 layer at the surface of nanometric particles which improves dissolution efficiency. A second 

  
Tc 
(nm) 

SSA (m²g-

1) 
  Slope equation (% min-1) R² 

CeO2 1200°C milled for 1 h 

9 
29.5 

t < 30 
min 

%Cedissolved = 6.42 10-1 t + 2.80 
0.95
4 

150 
t < 30 
min 

%Cedissolved = 5.60 10-2 t + 
1.639 101 

0.99
9 

Ziouane et al. (2018) model Tc = 7 
nm 

7 29.5   
%Cedissolved = 5.60 
10-2 t  

    1 

Ziouane et al. (2018) model Tc = 
150 nm 

150 29.5   
%Cedissolved = 2.68 
10-3 t  

    1 

CeO2 600°C oxa 12 29.8   
%Cedissolved = 3.64 10-2 t + 3,43 
10-1 

0.98
7 

Ziouane et al. (2018) model Tc = 
12 nm 

12 29.8   
%Cedissolved = 3.36 
10-2 t  

    1 

CeO2 1200°C (raw) 120 0.7   
%Cedissolved = 3.74 10-4 t + 5.79 
10-3 

0.99
5 

Ziouane et al. (2018) model Tc = 
120 nm 

120 0.7 
 

%Cedissolved = 9.75 10-4 t  1 
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explanation to understand the increase in kinetics of dissolution would be linked to the creation of steps on 

surface and defects in the solid including the dislocations. These dislocations generate plastic 

deformations that are irreversible in CeO2. It also increases the internal energy inside the material. During 

dissolution, this released energy enhances dissolution kinetics by diminishing the activation energy to 

facilitate dissolution.  

The present work revealed three important phenomena in the CeO2 dissolution; the reduction in size 

linked to the dissolution of particles, the dissolution of Ce
3+

 and the relaxation of dislocation and internal 

energy. Ziouane et al.'s model analysis made it possible by analogy to identify that the second regime is 

governed by the dissolution of particles containing dislocations reducing the size of coherent domains. 

The mechanism behind the first kinetic dissolution regime seems to be linked to the dissolution of partially 

reduced nanoparticles. 

Ceria and plutonium oxide both being ceramics and exhibiting the same behavior at failure and ceria being 

also often used as PuO2 safe analogue for dissolution studies, this dissolution process could be applied to 

plutonium oxide materials. Therefore, high energy milling on PuO2 would produce nanoparticles too. 

Moreover, despite no size effect has been observed yet in the literature for plutonium oxide, Pu (+III) does 

exist and it is well known that reductive dissolution of PuO2 is faster than dissolution with no oxidation 

state evolution (Machuron-Mandard et al.,1989; Beaudoux et al., 2016b), like oxidative dissolution ending 

with PuO2
2+

 (Bourges et al., 1986). Reductive dissolution is not in use at industrial scale because it is 

difficult to maintain reductive conditions in nitric acid, medium for liquid/liquid partitioning following 

dissolution step in used fuel recycling treatment. If reduction occurs via mechanical activation as for ceria 

this would not be a problem. The Pu
3+

 would simply be latter oxidized naturally by nitrous acid present in 

the dissolution liquor. 
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